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We report on the first Q2-dependent measurement of the beam-normal single spin asymmetry An14

in the elastic scattering of 570 MeV vertically polarized electrons off 12C. We covered the Q2 range15

between 0.02 and 0.05 GeV2/c2 and determined An at four different Q2 values. The experimental16

results are compared to a theoretical calculation that relates An to the imaginary part of the two-17

photon exchange amplitude. The result emphasizes that the Q2-behaviour of An given by the ratio18

of the Compton to charge form factors cannot be treated independently of the target nucleus.19

PACS numbers: 13.40.-f, 25.30.Bf, 27.20.+n20

Over the last 60 years electron scattering experiments21

with ever increasing precision offer manifold opportuni-22

ties to study the structure of nuclei. The technologi-23

cal progress nowadays allows to perform parity-violating24

electron scattering experiments [1] with statistical and25

systematic errors better than one part per billion (ppb).26

Such experiments at the precision frontier enable mea-27

surements of the strangeness contribution to the vector28

form factors of the proton [2–4], the weak charge of the29

proton and the weak mixing angle θW [5–7] as well as30

the neutron-skin thickness of heavy nuclei [8]. Moreover,31

driven by recent theoretical predictions new experiments32

are planned to determine parity-violating asymmetries33

as a portal to physics beyond the Standard Model [9,34

and references therein]. Two boson exchange corrections35

play a major role in interpreting many experiments at36

the precision frontier, but represent a considerable diffi-37

culty theoretically. Such is the case with the γZ-box in38

PVES [10], the γW -box in nuclear β-decays [11], and the39

2γ-box in the form-factor measurements [12]. Dispersion40

relations have established themselves as the main tool for41

such calculations. The imaginary part of the two boson42

exchange diagram serves as input in these calculations,43

so a direct measurement of this imaginary part provides44

a valuable test of theoretical calculations. Experimen-45

tally, the imaginary (absorptive) part of the two-photon46

exchange amplitude can be accessed through the beam-47

normal single spin asymmetry (or so-called transverse48

asymmetry) An in elastic scattering of electrons polar-49

ized perpendicular to the scattering plane off unpolar-50

ized nucleons. The transverse asymmetry arises from the51

interference of the one-photon and two-photon exchange52

amplitudes [13] and is defined as53

An =
σ↑ − σ↓
σ↑ + σ↓

, (1)

where σ↑ (σ↓) represents the cross section for the elas-54

tic scattering of electrons with spin vector ~Pe paral-55

lel (antiparallel) to the normal vector, defined by n̂ =56

(~k × ~k′)/|~k × ~k′|. ~k and ~k′ are the three-momenta of the57

incident and scattered electron, respectively. The exper-58

imentally measured asymmetry Aexp is related to An by59

Aexp = An
~Pe · n̂. (2)

The calculations for the theoretical treatment of two-60

photon exchange processes in general kinematics are chal-61

lenging because they require an account of inclusive62

hadronic intermediate states with arbitrary virtualities of63

the exchanged photons. By considering only the very low64

momentum transfer region (mec� Q� E/c), where the65

leading order is ∼ C0 · log(Q2/m2
ec

2), this complication is66

alleviated [14, 15]. Since the coefficient C0 is obtained in67

a model-independent way from the optical theorem as an68

energy-weighted integral over the total photoabsorption69

cross-section on the particular target, this expression can70

be calculated exactly.71

Calculations of An for the reaction p (~e, e′) p using this72

inclusive approach [14, 15], as well as models with a par-73

tial account of the excited hadronic spectrum [16, 17]74

provide a good description of forward scattering data [18]75

and reasonably good description of large scattering angle76

data [19–22] with the exception of the backward scatter-77

ing data of Ref. [23]. Gorchtein and Horowitz [24] gener-78
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FIG. 1. (color online). The excitation energy spectrum
shows the acceptance of the spectrometer without Cherenkov
cut (black line) and of the Cherenkov detector only (filled
area). By changing the magnetic field of the spectrometer
the elastic peak was moved until it matched the position of
the Cherenkov detector.

alized the forward inclusive model to nuclear targets79

An ∼ C0 · log

(
Q2

m2
ec

2

)
· FCompton(Q2)

Fch(Q2)
. (3)

For the Compton slope parameter only data for the pro-80

ton and for 4He are available, suggesting that the relevant81

Q2-behaviour for An given by the ratio of the Compton82

to charge form factors83

FCompton(Q2)

Fch(Q2)
≈ exp

[
−4Q2/(GeV2/c2)

]
(4)

is roughly independent of the target. The calcula-84

tion was compared to forward scattering data (θ ≤ 6◦)85

taken at the Jefferson Laboratory on 1H, 4He, 12C, and86

208Pb [18]: while the calculation is in good agreement87

with the observed asymmetries for lighter targets, it88

failed completely to reproduce the 208Pb data. This89

has a major impact on parity-violating electron scat-90

tering experiments, since the transverse asymmetry,91

arising from a non-zero vertical component of the92

beam polarization, produces false asymmetries that93

contribute substantially to the total systematic error.94

This contribution will become even more crucial for95

future experiments [9, 25] aiming at a precision much96

higher than ever attained before. Systematic studies97

of An dependencies on the momentum transfer, the98

nuclear charge and the energy are absolutely mandatory99

to benchmark the current theoretical description of100

An, thus providing also new insight into the structure101

of nuclei. The aim of our measurement is to perform102

the first systematic study of the Q2-dependence of the103

beam-normal single spin asymmetry for light nuclei.104105106107

The experiment was performed at the spectrometer108
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FIG. 2. (color online). Top: Comparison between the asym-
metry in the integrated signal from a beam current monitor
observed in a run with beam stabilization off (red) and with
beam stabilization on (black). Bottom: Raw asymmetry de-
termined for one PMT of the Cherenkov detector in spec-
trometer B as a function of the current asymmetry for a run
without beam stabilization.

setup of the A1 Collaboration at the Mainz Microtron109

MAMI [26]. The polarized 570 MeV electrons were110

produced using a strained GaAs/GaAsP super lattice111

photocathode that was irradiated with circularly po-112

larized laser light [27, 28]. The longitudinal spin of113

the electrons leaving the photocathode was rotated to114

transverse orientation (in the horizontal plane) using115

a Wien filter which is positioned between the 100 keV116

polarized electron source and the injector linac of the117

accelerator. The polarization vector was finally rotated118

to vertical orientation using a pair of solenoids, located119

shortly behind the Wien filter. The orientation of120

the electron beam polarization vector was alternating121

between up and down by setting the high voltage of a122

fast Pockels cell in the optical system of the polarized123

electron source. The orientation as well as the degree of124

the polarization have been determined and monitored125

during the whole measuring campaign [29]. This was126

accomplished using a Mott polarimeter [30] downstream127

of the 3.5 MeV injector linac and a Møller polarimeter128

[31] close to the interaction point in the spectrome-129

ter hall. The degree of the vertical polarization was130

deduced by subtracting the horizontal polarization131

components from the total polarization and was on132

average Pe = 82.7% ± 0.3%(stat.) ± 1.1%(syst.).133

For the measurement of the beam-normal single spin134

asymmetry An a 20 µA continuous-wave beam of135

vertically polarized electrons was impinging on a 2.27136

g/cm2 carbon target. Elastically scattered electrons137

were focused onto two fused silica detectors positioned in138

the focal plane of the two high-resolution spectrometers139

A and B of the A1 setup [32], located to the left and140
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TABLE I. Measured beam-normal single spin asymmetries for each spectrometer and kinematical setting with the corresponding
statistical and systematic uncertainty contributions in units of parts per million (ppm).

Spectrometer B B B A A

Setup 3 2 1 1 2&3

Q2 (GeV2/c2) 0.023 0.030 0.041 0.039 0.049

An -15.984 -20.672 -21.933 -23.877 -28.296

Energy fluctuation δE 0.007 0.006 0.009 0.009 0.001

Current asymmetry δI 0.013 0.015 0.011 0.011 0.010

Vertical beam position δy 0.003 0.001 0.005 0.005 0.002

Horizontal beam position δx 0.001 0.003 0.005 0.023 0.012

Vertical angle δy′ 0 0 0 0 0

Horizontal angle δx′ 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Gate length 0.013 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.008

Pe measurement 0.245 0.385 0.480 0.523 0.491

PMT gain variation 0.380 0.130 1.100 0.170 0.030

Total systematic error 0.664 0.551 1.621 0.752 0.555

Statistical error 1.061 0.959 1.515 0.967 1.372

right side of the incoming beam, respectively. The fused141

silica detectors were oriented at 45◦ with respect to142

the direction of the electrons in the spectrometer. The143

sizes of the two fused silica bars ((300 × 70 × 10) mm3
144

and (100× 70× 10) mm3) were chosen according to the145

different focal plane geometries of the two spectrometers.146

The produced Cherenkov light was detected by 25 mm147

fused silica-window photomultipliers directly attached to148

the fused silica bars: five for the detector in spectrometer149

A and three for the detector in spectrometer B.150

To reach a sufficiently high count rate, the detec-151

tors had to be placed in the most forward direction.152

Limited by the distance between the exit beam line153

and its quadrupole, spectrometer A was placed at154

its minimum angle of 23.50◦ which corresponds to155

Q2 = 0.04 GeV2/c2, at a beam energy of 570 MeV. In156

accordance with its smaller focal plane, spectrometer B157

was placed at 20.61◦ to cover the same momentum range.158

This measurement allowed for identification of possible159

false asymmetries due to helicity correlated changes160

of the beam parameters. With this configuration the161

extracted asymmetries for each spectrometer were equal162

within the experimental uncertainties (see Fig. 3), thus163

confirming a negligible contribution to beam-related false164

asymmetries. Therefore three more Q2 measurements165

were performed during the same experiment by changing166

the kinematical configuration of the spectrometers:167

one measurement at Q2 = 0.05 GeV2/c2 by placing168

spectrometer A at 25.90◦ and two more measurements at169

Q2 = 0.03 GeV2/c2 and Q2 = 0.02 GeV2/c2 by placing170

spectrometer B at 17.65◦ and 15.11◦, respectively.171

During the experiment, the fused silica detectors were172

operated in two different modes. The position of the173

Cherenkov detectors within the elastic line was opti-174

mized during the low current mode (I = 50 nA). For175

this purpose the fused silica detectors were read out176

in coincidence with the vertical drift-chambers of the177

spectrometers. The obtained excitation energy spectrum178

shown in Fig. 1 demonstrates the clear separation179

between elastic and inelastic events from the first excited180

state of carbon at 4.4 MeV.181

In the high current (or integrating) mode the ampli-182

fication of the PMTs was reduced from nominal to183

avoid a non-linear behaviour. While all other detector184

components of the spectrometers were switched off185

to prevent additional noise, the fused silica detectors186

were read out with parts of the former A4 experiment187

data aquisition system [2]. The response of each PMT188

was recorded with an ADC, integrating the charge189

over periods of 20 ms. A gate generator provided the190

integration windows where the polarization is reversed191

in patterns like ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ or ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ in a pseudo random192

sequence. Moreover, an additional λ/2-wave plate was193

periodically inserted in the laser system of the source194

to identify possible false asymmetries and to suppress195

many systematic effects.196

In order to minimize helicity-correlated beam-197

fluctuations, four dedicated stabilization systems198

(beam current, beam energy, slow position (DC), and199

fast position (AC)) were used at MAMI. The beam200

parameters were measured by several monitors, placed201

in the A1 beamline, which were read out together with202

the detector signals. As an example, Fig. 2 (top panel)203

shows the impact of the beam current stabilization204

system on the current asymmetry.205

Moreover, calibration runs over the full beam current206

range as well as in a narrow region around 20 µA were207

performed regularly to monitor the functioning and the208

linearity of the PMTs.209
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FIG. 3. (color online). The transverse asymmetry Aexp for
each PMT of the detectors placed in spectrometer A (filled
red circles) and spectrometer B (open blue circles) at Q2 =
0.04 GeV2/c2. By inserting an additional λ/2-wave plate into
the laser beam of the polarized electron source, the general
sign changed.

We calculate the raw detector asymmetry Araw as210

Araw =
N↑e − N↓e

N↑e +N↓e
, (5)

where N
↑(↓)
e denotes the integrated detector signal which211

is proportional to the detected number of elastically scat-212

tered electrons for each polarization state. Even though213

with our dedicated stabilization systems helicity corre-214

lated changes of the beam parameters were suppressed as215

well as possible, tiny remnants can always lead to false216

asymmetries. Therefore, correction factors ci (i = 1...6)217

were applied to the beam current asymmetry AI , the218

horizontal and vertical beam position differences ∆x and219

∆y, the horizontal and vertical beam angle differences220

∆x′ and ∆y′, and the beam energy difference ∆E to de-221

termine the experimental asymmetry222

Aexp = Araw−c1AI−c2∆x−c3∆y−c4∆x′−c5∆y′−c6∆E.
(6)

Typically, the correction factors would be derived from a223224

multidimensional regression of the measured asymmetry225

versus the corresponding parameters. However, due to226

the extraordinary high-quality beam during the experi-227

mental campaign, the variation of the parameters was too228

narrow compared to the width of the asymmetry to ap-229

ply this method. Instead, analytical calculations as well230

as simulations were used to determine the individual cor-231

rection factors. The factor c1 in Eq. 6 must be equal to232

one, since the luminosity changes linearly with the beam233

current. This correlation has been verified in runs taken234

without the beam-current stabilization system as illus-235

trated in Fig. 2 (bottom panel). The factors c2 and c3236

for position related false asymmetries were estimated by237

using Monte-Carlo simulations. In addition, a small data238

sample acquired without beam stabilizations was used239

as a cross-check and both results were in good agree-240

ment. Concerning the beam angle differences, an ana-241

lytical derivation of a parametrization of the Mott cross-242

section was used to determine the correction factor c4 for243

the horizontal scattering angle. The correction factor c5244

for the vertical scattering angle vanishes since the angu-245

lar acceptance of both spectrometers is symmetric with246

respect to their bending planes. Nevertheless, variations247

of the vertical scattering angle will cause changes of the248

effective degree of polarization by up to 1 %. This effect249

could be corrected by using the position information from250

the vertical drift-chambers obtained during the low cur-251

rent mode. Since the sign of the energy fluctuation vari-252

ation is unknown, no corrections could be applied in this253

case. Therefore it has been treated as contribution to the254

systematic error. Besides the beam related systematic255

uncertainties, the major contribution to the total system-256

atic error comes from the aging of the PMTs which re-257

sults in a reduction of gain and subsequent non-linearity,258

especially when running at high count rates. The rela-259

tionship between a given PMTs gain reduction and its260

corresponding non-linearity was studied with frequently261

performed calibration runs, post-experiment. Retroac-262

tive corrections (0.064 ppm < cPMT < 0.588 ppm) were263

applied to the data based on gain degradation. The264

larger corrections for the setups B1 and B3 are due to265

the gain of the voltage dividers which was set too high266

and the high count rate, respectivelly. Furthermore, cur-267

rent unstabilized runs were taken intermittently during268

the run period. These runs were used to estimate the269

dA/dI deviation from unity (Fig. 2, bottom panel) and270

to characterize the degree of non-linearity which had de-271

veloped in each PMT. The individual contributions to272

the total systematic uncertainty are summarized in Ta-273

ble I.274275

To confirm the feasibility of the experimental method and276

the analysis procedure as well, the experimental asym-277

metry Aexp was first extracted for setup 1 (see Table I)278

where both spectrometers covered the same momentum279

range. Figure 3 shows the measured Aexp in each spec-280

trometer and for each PMT. The asymmetries obtained281

with both detector systems were, as expected, similar282

in magnitude but of opposite sign, since n̂ in Eq. 2 re-283

verses sign. In addition, it can be seen that also the sign284

of the asymmetry consistently changed when the addi-285

tional λ/2-wave plate was moved into the laser beam of286

the polarized electron source.287

Finally, the experimental asymmetry Aexp was normal-288

ized to the electron beam polarization to extract the289

physics asymmetry An. The experimentally determined290

values for all four kinematic configurations and the cor-291

responding statistical and systematic uncertainties are292

summarized in Table I. For illustration the data is shown293

in Fig. 4. The curve represents the leading Q2 behaviour294
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FIG. 4. (color online). Extracted transverse asymmetries An

for the detectors placed in spectrometer A (filled red circles)
and spectrometer B (open blue circles) versus Q2. The width
of the given boxes indicates the full width at half maximum
of the Q2 distribution which is determined by the intersec-
tion of the angular acceptance of the spectrometers and the
geometry of the detectors. The statistical and systematic un-
certainties are given by the error bars and the height of the
boxes, respectively. The theoretical calculation of Ref. [24]
(black line) is shown for comparison. The given bands belong
to the uncertainty of the Compton slope parameter of 10 %
(dark grey) and 20 % (light grey).

as calculated in the model of Ref. [24] upon neglect-295

ing corrections ∼ Q2/E2. The given uncertainty of the296

theoretical prediction is obtained from two sources: the297

Compton slope parameter for the 12C target and terms298

not enhanced by the large logarithm (see [24] for details).299

The two are expected to be independent and are added in300

quadrature. The Compton slope parameter introduced301

in Eq. 4 was allowed to vary within 10 % and 20 % of302

the central value, corresponding to the inner and outer303

band shown in Fig. 4. The comparison of the data with304

the model indicates that the assumption of the domi-305

nance of the log(Q2/m2
ec

2) term and the independence306

of FCompton(Q2)/Fch(Q2) of the target nucleus in Eq. 4,307

successfully describing 1H and 4He data, reproduces the308

12C data only within a 20 % uncertainty. Even larger de-309

viations could be expected for heavier nuclei.310

Future measurements at MAMI will investigate the trans-311

verse asymmetry for heavier nuclei at the same Q2 val-312

ues. This will serve, together with the current data set,313

as an important input for future theoretical calculations314

to achieve a better control of the two-photon exchange315

mechanism and they might contribute to a deeper under-316

standing of the structure of nuclei.317
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